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            Références clients

  
LVHM - Louis Vuitton (France)
   

	001 Translation has been our translation and localization partner since 2002. Founded by Mr Denis Supersac, who used to work for SAP AG in their information development department, the company qualified without hesitation for the realization of our multilingual SAP Translation project. We also entrusted 001 Translation with the Translation of LVMH’s customized documentation, working on-site at our premises.

	001 Translation adapted smoothly to our rhythm and has consistently demonstrated constantly outstanding flexibility and reliability.

	I therefore wish to thank 001 Translation for their highly customer focused approach, commitment to quality, on-time delivery and ongoing efforts to enhance operations. For these reasons, we would not hesitate to use their service again and look forward to further cooperation with 001 Translation.

	Joëlle Bouet, SAP Project Roll-Out Manager


  



Weber Shandwick Worldwide (United Kingdom)
  

	I would like to recognize 001 Translation for their excellent technical support in our multilingual SAP Translation project for the German, Spanish and Italian national markets.


	The translators’ attention to detail and their natural skills to work in the SAP environment were of valuable assistance in completing our project.

	Neil Morris, European Financial Systems Management


  


Recticel (Belgium)
  

	With regards to our international deployment, we entrusted 001 Translation Inc with the Translation of our specific documentation for several months. We would like to put special emphasis on their skill of self-reliant translation work which was of high importance to us.


	We would like to thank 001 Translation for their spirit of partnership that dominated our relationship and will surely work together again on future projects.

	Sonia Augustyn, Training Coordinator


  



Piatti AG (Switzerland)
  

	Innerhalb unseres internationalen Projektes haben Sie uns Ihre gelieferten Übersetzungen überzeugt sowohl in qualitativer wie auch in terminlicher Hinsicht.


	Gerne empfehlen wir Ihre Übersetzungsservice weiter.

	Dieter Rolli, Qualitätsmanager


  



BONGRAIN INTERNATIONAL (USA)
  

	For the past several years, our company has used 001 Translation Inc for a variety of translations, from personal correspondence to financial documents to technical industrial documents. 001 Translation Inc consistently exceeds our expectations in accuracy, timing and cost. We have worked with numerous translation agencies in the past but no one has matched 001 Translation Inc, in terms of quality, price and customer service.


	We would highly recommend this company for your translation needs.

	Jackie Weisberger, Executive Assistant


  



LEO MINOR (France)
  

	Depuis 3 ans, nous travaillons régulièrement avec l'Agence 001 Traduction dans la traduction assermentée.


	Au fil du temps, l'Agence 001 Traduction est devenue un partenaire fiable qui a su répondre à nos besoins en termes de réactivité, de compétence et de professionalisme.

    
	C'est pourquoi, nous recommandons fortement les services de l'Agence 001 Traduction.

	
	LEO MINOR


  


ERNST & YOUNG - Société d'avocats (France)
  

	We hereby certify that we have been working with 001 Translation for several months and that this company has always delivered legal translation services of highest quality with excellent turnaround times.


	We are highly satisfied with this service provider and will certainly use their translation services again.

	Ernst & young Société d'avocats, Montpellier
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